MARCH 2-6, 2015

We’re celebrating Dr. Seuss’s Birthday and Read Across America

with some fun activities!

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

MONDAY, MARCH 2: Think orange!! In honor of The Lorax, please wear something orange!

TUESDAY, MARCH 3: Hooray for Diffendoofer Day! Celebrate by wearing as much mismatched clothing as you can!
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4: Do you have wild socks? Or can you make a wacky pair by combining one from two differ

Fox in Socks

by Dr. Seuss

Socks!!!

THURSDAY, MARCH 5: Everyone loves The Cat in the Hat! Remember all the stripes he wore? Dig out

all the stripes you have and wear them!

FRIDAY, MARCH 6: R.A.K Day Perform a Random Act of Kindness for someone to honor

Horton.